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Who Planned - Monday Accomplished - Friday

Bing Zhang    

Benjamin 
Galewsky Complete work on fence Event writing mongo race condition.

Assit in wrapping up NDS Api server port to go client
Figure out how to deploy JupyterHub to Nebula

Christopher 
Navarro  IN-Core

finish v2 prototype
Ergo/KISTI /IN-Core

Continue investigating/writing up ideas for decoupling datawolf 
management piece

 

Craig Willis NDS

Finalize and package release 1.1

TERRA

Transition canopy_height to Kubernetes

WT

Continued improvements to monitoring

Faculty Fellowship

Time permitting, look into deeplearning4j variational autoencoder 
implementation on test data 

 

Gregory Jansen

Htut Khine Htay 
Win

   

Indira Gutierrez 
Polo

 GLM

Handle multiple parameters on the search page.

Vacation

 GLM

Handle multiple parameters on the search page.

Vacation

Inna Zharnitsky
 out for the week

 

Jing Ge    

Jong Lee    

Kenton McHenry
Out of office Out of office

Luigi Marini
PSP meeting
PR reviews for all projects
Clowder releases

PSP meeting, finished demo, presented
BD, GEOD, Clowder reviews
Clowder 1.3.3 released

Marcus Slavenas
 vbd

compiling and viewing statistics on traps within regions
screenshots for meeting

gltg
4 systems for gltg
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Maxwell Burnette  - prepare extractor pipeline on storage condo for operation over xmas 
break

 

Michal Ondrejcek
MDF

Sphinx doc strings
KISTI

Python OpenSeesMP
Thu - Fri vacation

 

Sara Lambert
NDS

 

 - NDS-1137 Quickstart requires different URL formats 

 depending on login status RESOLVED

 

 - NDS-1039 Workbench SSO prototype should provide 

 authorization users, in addition to authentication RESOLVED

 

 -  NDS-574 Override resource limits on add / edit service
RESOLVED

Finish reviewing any assigned issues/PRs
KnowEnG

  - Jira project doesn't exist or KNOW-652

you don't have permission to view it.
 

(pending) waiting for ss-vis feature branch to be merged

  - Jira project doesn't exist or KNOW-731

you don't have permission to view it.
 

  - Jira project doesn't exist or KNOW-715

you don't have permission to view it.
 

other sprint tasks as they become prioritized
Crops in Silico

Modify API spec after discussing with Meagan
Regenerate client/server from new spec
Adjust UI to consume new client with new API
Extend UI functionality to include selecting a node or edge (e.g. 
an edit pane?)

Michelle Pitcel
GLTG

Move to Done:

 

 - GLGVO-395 Remove Search Page from Version 2 

 Geodashboard DONE

 -   GLGVO-397 Learning Models - Step 1 DONE

IMLCZO
Re-run Parser for Flux Tower
Re-run Parser for Allerton non-Decagon 
Move to Done:

 

 -  IMLCZO-205 Create Lading Page for Data System
DONE

 

 - IMLCZO-206 Mobile geodashboard for farmers and 

 children museum DONE

 GLTG

 

 - GLGVO-395 Remove Search Page 

 from Version 2 Geodashboard DONE

 

 - GLGVO-397 Learning Models - 

 Step 1 DONE

IMLCZO
Re-ran Parser for Flux Tower
Re-ran Parser for Allerton non-Decagon 

 

 - IMLCZO-205 Create Lading Page 

 for Data System DONE

 

 - IMLCZO-206 Mobile geodashboard 

  for farmers and children museum DONE

Nathan Casler

  - Jira project doesn't exist or KNOW-652

you don't have permission to view it.

  - Jira project doesn't exist or KNOW-731

you don't have permission to view it.

  - Jira project doesn't exist or KNOW-715

you don't have permission to view it.
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Omar Elabd
PPPD/PPPR Code
Front End Deployment
Pull Request Review

Code Review
IN-CORE v2 Prototype
PPPD Paper Review

Pramod Rizal
 Vacation

 Vacation

Rob Kooper    

Sandeep 
Puthanveetil 
Satheesan

   

Shannon Bradley
 VSLs
Brown Dog Report - send and file
In Core Report for Center
HR
Position Profiles
Brown Dog - release?
GLTG network design follow up

All that an a bag of chips
Delay release due to Nebula
also did presentation for January software 
meeting

Yan Zhao
BD

LDAP for clowder
CC

add redux

 

Yong Wook Kim
Hindcast refactoring to python
Add csw service check routine to geo extractor

Made a python script for calculating soil content 
on the crop data
Worked on refactoring hindcast matlab code to 
python
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